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“\\ill I (lie? Mv yOung (laughter asks me as we (Irre home

lrom da care. I am never prepared for her questions about death.

I hear this (lueStion as a fresh opporlunit\ to foil her as a fhther,
it isn’t something you have to worry about... Who did ‘ou phi
with today?” I worry I will PaSS all mv anxietieS 10 her. I want in
fears to (lie with me. I worry I have just coughed a metaphysical

contagion into m daughters thee.

“lo study philosophy is to learn how to die, writes Michel (IC

Montaine. I admire the writer and the sentiment. ‘the history

of philosophy is traced with meditations on death hut they can’t
penetrate the bubble I try to maintain around my childs innocence

br just a while longer. I have no right to pretend the consolations
of philosophy are releant to toddlers,

I forgive myself the fc’ehle deflection. I (font want rn daughters
childhood to shrink a little on the (Irne home. She hasn’t vet asked

me if twill (lie, and I sense it is because she is afraid of the answer

— even without knowing what (leath means. She knows that my
parents are (lead and she seems, ill can sa so. to have inherited

her parents’ inclination to reason out abstractions. I spend the (Irive

home envying those with tidy religious stories to tell their children.

‘Ihe following day I find myself exploring Rochester’s Mt. I lope

Cemetery. as I often (10. when the weather and time allow for

peripatetic contemplation. Someda. once I can no longer (lodge

her questions about (leath, I look forward to hiking here among the

city’s illustrious (lead with tn daughter. \pproximatelv mid walking
distance between Predrick Douglass and Susan l3. \nthon. on a

slope descending to the old 19th century chapel and crematorium.

I approach a mausoleum built into the side of a steel) htll.\n

inscription reads “nOn hic sumus” (we are not here). ‘Ihe cr pt

belongs to the 19th century anthropologist l,ewis II. Morgan.

1 like this epitaph defiantly carved into his tomb. \ reminder

that life, rooted in matter, is more than molecular — and it is true.

‘Ihere is more of Lewis 11. Morgan in the \Vikipedia entr I consult

to learn about him than inside this ault.

F’redrick Douglass. Susan 13. Anthon and lewis 11. Morgan exist

though they are not here. I think I am less afraid of death than I am

afraid of’ not existing. Mv child’s memory will bear out my existence

long alter I am (lead. ‘Ihe memory of students will confirm m

participation, and modest contribution.

to continuing humanity In some small

degree, things I write. retrtex able by others.

will be a cipher of my existence waiting to

be revealed br ears to come — the mere
possibility of (ltsco\erv is enough for me.

I believe as long as people exist something

of myself. my (laughter, my wife, friends.

all I love and admire, will exist. I at lirm

the same kindred embrace of’ humanit

expressed hi Whit Whit man in Leaves or
Grass — time and place aail nod

Ph sic’s tells me that the earl h vill he

engulfed by our expanding Sun sonic six

billion ears li’om nove By then. I like to

imagine, humankind will populate other

regions of space. Scientists continue to

debate how our uni\ erse itself will end.
hut there is not hing so abstract it cannot

he met with another abst tact fon. So long

as engineering. fi’om scratch, a new um erse
— more time and place for clever beings to

occupy — doesn t ‘ iolate any law

of logic’ (it doesn I) I am satisfied that
m hope fbr indefinite existence ‘. ia
ci ilisation’s children is justified.

In the thee of such distant time spans

I almost sit content cdlv ( rebelliously)

optimistic’ that intelligent descendants

will sail their ship. 1 lie Sumus. onward

into a new universe still engaging the

thoughts of Montaigne and Whitman —

still meditating on death.

If our descendants exist at the end of

this unix erse then our species w ill ha e
survived climate change. ‘Ihis is where my

optimism is tested. ‘Ihere are those who

blindly treat climate change like some

distant unknown at the end of time.
‘the truth is that _\nthropogenie Global

\Varming is. at this moment, the greatest
moral and existential challenge humanit\
has ever Riced.
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“The truth is that Anthropogenic

Global Warming is, at this

moment, the greatest moral and

existential challenge humanity

has ever faced.”

o the blink of 100 cars our planet may be roughI

:1 degrees Celsius warmer than it is today if we

(nhltinue our curreni behaviors. ‘Ibis is 3- I degrees

elsius above preindustrial temperal ures. Since 200)

lie aspiration oi de inlernat ional common i R has been

I) prevent temperatures from rising 2 degrees Celsius

ii s (ye I he preindustrial range. ‘I his is the temperature

tnogh[ 10 provide an acceplahle chance of avoiding

the worst consequences of climate change. ‘[he worst

(ohisequence of climate change being the collapse ot

ci\ ilisat ion Ibilowed by human extinct in. Peering

ocr the abyss of non existence 2 degrees Celsius

‘cenis a shaky guardrail.

lirnate vulnerability is not evenly distributed across

the planet and even in the best of scenanos many of

the nioSt vulnerable pci ple on our gb >he nt 11 (lie ot

climate related causes. Right now human beings and

oilier animal species are sulkring 11w consequences of

i bicft’aed heatwaves, Ilooding. wild—hres. sea-level rise

ai 1(1 mod—stress. Right now indigenous populations are

being pushed oil’ ancestral lands by climate change. We

a ‘c leaving our cli ildren a harsher, more depleted, and

less lorgiving planet than we received. Climate change

is already humanity’s moral Ihilure. hut it is not vet the

extinction of humanity’s niemor

If our progeny arc to reach the end oil his universe

then ve must leave our ethical adolescence behind. We

must abandon parochial tribalism and address planetary

problems as a world community — otherwise no one will

exist to read \lichel (IC \lontaigne. or Walt \Vhilman, or

10 meditate on death at the end of the universe.
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